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Abstract. The purpose of this paper is to exhibit an example of a modular

ideal of the form L (G) * (S(e) - p), where p. is a probability measure on

the locally compact group G which has all of its convolution powers purely

singular.

1. Introduction

The aim of this paper is to present an example in the theory of the Poisson

boundaries of stationary random walks on locally compact groups. There are

various formalisations of the concept of a Poisson boundary. An account of

the standard theory can be found in [4], though only in the context of discrete

groups. It is appropriate here to use an alternative view of boundaries presented

by Willis in [5], and which we describe briefly. Let G be a locally compact group

and p a probability measure on G which is to be thought of as the distribution

associated with the random walk. It is shown in [5] that the closed left ideal

J  = cl(Lx(G) * (ô(e) - p)) has the property that LX(G)/Jß is an abstract L-

space and so, by Kakutani's Theorem, of the form L (£2, a) for some measure

a on the measurable space Í2. A G-action may be introduced on Q that makes

a into a quasi-invariant measure. There is also a p-stationary measure; that

is, a probability measure v on Yl satisfying / g ■ v dp(g) = v , where g ■ v

indicates the action on the measure v induced by the action of g e G on the

underlying space. Both the measure class of a and the probability measure

v are uniquely determined by the ideal J . The collection consisting of the

G-space Yl, the quasi-invariant measure a and the //-stationary measure v is

called the Poisson boundary of the random walk associated with p.

The relationship between the two measures a and v on Q is particularly

important and interesting. It is known, for instance, that when p is absolutely

continuous and nondegenerate (that is, the smallest closed semigroup containing

the support of p is G itself) then the two measures are equivalent([5]). It is
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also known that under the weaker condition of absolute continuity of ft, v

itself is absolutely continuous with respect to o . However the converse fails as

the example we shall give demonstrates.

To explore this circle of ideas further, and explain the particular relevance

of our example, we need to recall the concept of a modular ideal. A left ideal 7

in LX(G) is modular if there exists u£Lx(G) suchthat /-/*« belongs to

7 for every / e LX(G). The element u is referred to as a right modular unit

for the ideal 7. Now J is modular if and only if v is absolutely continuous

with respect to o . One proves this by observing that u + Jß maps to v under

the isomorphism between LX(G)/J and Lx(Q.,o). (Cf. [5, Propositions 2.4

and 2.5].) Evidently, if p is absolutely continuous then / is modular. There

are, however, weaker conditions which guarantee the modularity of J ; for

example, if some convolution power of p is not singular with respect to Haar

measure then in this case also J is modular. On the other hand, this is not

really a new situation because it is relatively straightforward to see that under

these circumstances there is another measure p! absolutely continuous with

respect to Haar measure such that / = J ,. Let us agree to say that a closed

left ideal J in L (G) is absolutely continuous if it is of the form J for some

measure p which is absolutely continuous . The example we produce has the

property that the ideal J   is modular but not absolutely continuous.

The groups we are interested in, and on which our example is set, are semi-

direct products of Z with another abelian group 77, with the action of Z on

77 generated by an automorphism with specified properties. It is of interest and

appropriate to develop the theory we need in the context of general groups of

this nature before fixing on a specific example.

2. Basic results

We refer to [5] for the unexplained terminology and results. Let 77 be a

locally compact abelian group and let a be an automorphism of 77. We write

à for the adjoint automorphism on the dual group 77, and a* for the map be-

tween the spaces of measures induced by a . The group G will be the semidirect

product of Z with 77 where the action of Z on 77 is given by the automor-

phism a. Thus, as a topological space, G is just Z x 77 and the multiplication

formula is:

(m , h) >(n , k) = (m + n , a~"(h) + k).

The automorphism a will be assumed to have the property that the function

oo

(1) <P(a,V) = J2\y(an(a))-l\
n=\

is bounded on compact sets of 77 x 77. It will be convenient to change notation

and refer to the probability measure which is the distribution of the random

walk as p . We shall choose p  to be supported on {l}x77 and to have compact
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support. Write p for the measure p! when thought of as sitting on 77, so that

p! = p*S(l, 0). We shall assume throughout that the closed subgroup generated

by the support of p is the whole of G. Under these conditions it is possible

to calculate the boundary associated with p! .

Proposition 1. L (G)/J' • is isometrically isomorphic to L (77) as an L (G)-

module. In other words, the boundary of p! may be taken to be H which is a

G-space under the action (m, h).k = a~m(h + k). Moreover the p -stationary

measure u on H is the infinite convolution product *^0(a* )"(p), and an

appropriate choice of the quasi-invariant measure a is Haar measure on 77.

Before proving this result, we need to establish the existence of the infinite

convolution product. This is done in the next lemma.

Lemma 1. The infinite convolution product *^L0(a*)"(<") converges to a proba-

bility measure v in the strong operator topology on L (77).

Proof. First we note that the support of this proposed measure is compact. If

the measure exists, then its support is the closure D of U^lo0"^) where K

is the support of p. We show that D is precompact in 77. A neighbourhood

of the identity in 77 contains one of the form

7V={A:|y(Ä)-l|<e   y e K},

where K is a compact subset of H, so that because of the property ( 1 ) we

are assuming for a it is clear that \J^=n a"(K) is contained in N for some

large enough n0. Since the finite union |J«Lo a"(K) is compact, it can be

covered by finitely many translates of TV. Therefore D is compact. Now we

observe that vm = +™=0(a*)"(p) converges weak-* to a probability measure

v . This follows from (1) also, since for y e 77, J2^L0 \y(a"(t)) - 1| < oo and

the sum is bounded on K. To obtain strong operator convergence, note that

if Dm denotes U^Lm a"(K) > tnen by (1), (Dn) is a sequence of compact sets

converging to the identity in 77. Therefore, for / £ LX(H), and n > m ,

ll^*/-^*/ll<ll*Lw+i(°*)'!U)*/-/IH0
as n , m—>oc .   D

Proof of Proposition 1. Observe first that v is //-stationary. This is the case

because

p ■ v = (p*ô(l, 0)) ■ v = p-k (6(1, 0) • v) = p*a*(v) = p* if^=x(a*)n(p) = v.

It follows that if / belongs to Jp,, then / • v = 0, and so we are able to define

a linear map T : L (G)/J,-*L (77) by

(2) T(fi + Jp,) = fi-v.
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We can write / as a sum ¿Z,nezfn *ô(n, 0) where f  is in L (H) so that

(3) T(f+Jlt,) = J2 />(<**)»•

It is now clear that T is well-defined and is an L (G)-homomorphism from

LX(G) to LX(H). Since v is a probability measure, \\T(f + J ,)\\ < \\f + J,\\

for f £ L (G). Next we prove that the reverse inequality holds. To do this, fix

/ in LX(G) and choose e > 0.

Note that

p" = *"nJ0(a*)'(p)*ô(n, 0),

and consequently,

2A

n=N+\

f*jr E (/*')" = ¡i E (a(C(«')'w)*í(M))
n=N+\

h E E(/**(*«V)(w*}a«))**(»+*.o))

<
n=N+lkeZ

IN

ñ E £(/**(**)>)*^(»+*,o))
n=N+lk<EZ

+ *,

for  TV  sufficiently large.    Here we have used the fact that, by Lemma 1,
n-l/   *^(i+k)

';=0   '(a
♦ xfc

(p) converges to (a ) (v) in the strong operator topology. Now

E (EA*(a*)*M*¿(" + fc,o))
«=V+1    \k€Z J

2A

£(/**(«*)    (")*<*(*, 0))*^=     ¿2    ¿(">°)
/tez «=v+i

E/**(a*)V))
\k€Z J

= \\T(fi+Ja

as TV-too. Therefore,

11/+ •/,'!!</i TV

2/V

E (/)"< IIT(fi+ JM.)\\ +€,
n=N+l

for sufficiently large TV. This gives the required conclusion.

Because of (1) the support of (a*)"(v)  is a compact set approaching the

identity, accordingly, \\f - fi* (a*)"(u)\\—»0 as «-+oc for fi£L (77). Now

T(f*S(n , 0) + /„,) = fi* (S(n ,0)-v = f* (<**)>)-/

as «^oc . Since T is an isometry, its image is closed, and so T is surjective.

We have thus shown that L (G)/J, is isometrically isomorphic to L (77). The

remainder of the proof is straightforward.    D
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It is now relatively straightforward to characterise the modular ideals among

the J i in terms of the stationary measure v .

Proposition 2. The ideal J > is modular if and only if v is absolutely continuous

with respect to Haar measure on H.

Proof. Suppose first that v is absolutely continuous with respect to Haar mea-

sure. Then v belongs to L (77) and so there is a function u in L (G) such

that v = T(u + J,) = u-v. Now for / in LX(G),

(f-f*u)-v=f-v-f-(u-v) = 0,

and so, by Proposition 1, /-/*w belongs to J , . Therefore J < is modular.

Conversely, if J ,  is modular with unit u then T(u + J¿) = u • v which

belongs to LX(H). For / e LX(H) c LX(G), f*(S(e)-u) belongs to /, and

so

Q=(f*(S(e)-u))-i/ = f*(v-u-u).

Hence v = u ■ v and since u • v belongs to LX(H), v is absolutely contin-

uous.   D

We shall say that a measure on 77 is lower semicontinuous if it is absolutely

continuous with respect to Haar measure and some representative of its Radon-

Nikodym derivative is lower semicontinuous. The example we seek has the

property that J > is modular but not absolutely continuous, that is, not of the

form J n for p" absolutely continuous. Evidently, we shall need a criterion

for determining whether p" is absolutely continuous expressed in terms of the

stationary measure v . This is provided by the concept of lower semicontinuous

measure and the next result.

Proposition3. Let p be as in Proposition 1. Then J , is absolutely continuous

if and only if v is lower semi-continuous.

Proof. If there is an absolutely continuous measure p" such that J • = / »

then J i is modular (with modular unit p" ) and so, by Proposition 2, v is

absolutely continuous. In this case let / be the Radon-Nikodym derivative

of v with respect to Haar measure and write p" = J2neZPn *^(n> 0) where

pn is a positive measure on 77. For each TV let vN be the positive measure

on 77 whose Radon-Nikodym derivative is 4>N = min(/, TV), and let p"N =

£|„l<./v^„ *<*("> °)- Tnen (^/vLi and (/Ojv=i are increasing sequences of

positive measures with limits v and p" respectively. It follows that (p"N •

vn^°n=\ ^S an increasing sequence of positive measures with limit p • v = v .

Now for each n, (pn * S(n , 0)) • vN = p,n * (a*)n(vN), which is the product of

two absolutely continuous measures one of which has bounded Radon-Nikodym

derivative. The resulting measure must then have a continuous Radon-Nikodym

derivative and so the Radon-Nikodym derivative / of v  is the limit of an
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increasing sequence of continuous functions, in other words v is lower semi-

continuous.

For the converse, assume that v is lower semicontinuous, and suppose that

we have found a positive measure, k on G such that

k-v<v,        (k-v)(H)>(l-ô)v(H)=l-â

for some ô > 0, and the Radon-Nikodym derivative of k ■ v with respect to m

is continuous (that is, has a representative which is continuous). We shall show

that there is a positive measure k' on G with k' > k which satisfies the above

conditions with a replaced by a/2. It is clear how the the proof of the result

may be completed from this.

Since k ■ v is continuous and k-v <v, v -k-v is lower semicontinuous and

nonnegative. Let its Radon-Nikodym derivative with respect to m he f. Then

/ is lower semicontinuous, and as a result we can find a continuous function

A whose support is compact and entirely contained in U = {t : f(t) > 0} and

which itself satisfies

i h(t)dm(t)> - i fi(t)dm(t),

the latter being a consequence of the Monotone Convergence Theorem. The

positive measure v= A • m is then such that 0<v'<v-k-v and v'(H) >

j(v-k-v)(H). Since (a*)n(u) has its support in a compact set which converges

to the identity as n—>oc, h* (a*)n(u) converges uniformly to A and for large

enough n its support is a compact subset of U. Fix ß e (0,1) so that

/ ß • h(t)dm(t) > 3 / f(t)dm(t). Then, in view of the preceding remarks,it is

possible to choose n sufficiently large so that (ß-h)*(a*)n(v) < v-k-kv . Now

let k' = k + ß-v'* 6(n , 0). Evidently k' > k,

k -v = k-v + ßv -k (a*)n(v) < v

and

(k' ■ v)(H) = ßv * (0>)(77) + k ■ i/(7/) > ßv'(H) + k ■ v(H) > (l - iY

Finally, we observe that the Radon-Nikodym derivative of k' ■ v is continuous

because those of k • v and v' are.   O

3. The example

We use as our abelian group a subgroup of the doubly infinite product of

copies of Z(2) = {-1, +1} :

77 = {h = (AJ^, : hn = ±1, hn = 1 for n sufficiently large}.

Write 77^ for the subgroup of those members h of 77 for which hn = 1 for all

n > TV. The group 77 is topologised so that each 77^ has the product topology

as a product of Z(2) 's. It follows that they are all compact and 77 is locally

compact. Note that 77^ c 77yv+1  and that 77 = Uyvez^v •
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The automorphism a is chosen to be the shift defined by a(h)n = hn+x

(n £ Z). It follows that a(HN) = HN_X . The property (1) we require for a

is clearly satisfied. We shall define p to be a Riesz product measure on the

subgroup 770 (cf. [3, Chapter 7]). To define p let x„ be the character of 77

given by x(h) = h_n and let mN he normalised Haar measure on HN. Now

p is the weak- * limit of the sequence pr where

r

^=n(i+a«*»)'mo

and (an) is a sequence of real numbers to be chosen later subject to the con-

straint that \an\ < 1 for all n . We write

oo

f* = Y[(l+anXn)-m0
n=0

to specify this measure even though for some choices of the sequence (an) it

will be singular with respect to mQ .

Alternatively, p may be seen as an infinite product measure

« = *~,(^<l) + ^<«.))

where (e^ = -1 when n = -k and 1 otherwise. This may be checked by

calculating the Fourier transform of p. The infinite product picture allows us

to see immediately that

(a ) (ft) = *„=0 (^—2~^(1) + —2-^(«W)J

and back in the Riesz product formalism

oo

(a*)k(p) = Y[(l+anXn+k)-m_k.
n=0

Noting that, for k > 0, m_k = Hn=o ( ̂  + %n> ' mo > we obtain

oo

(a*)k(p) = l[(l+an_kxn)-m0
«=o

where an is defined to be 1 for n < 0. It is now possible to calculate v which

as we have seen is, in this context, *^10(q:*) (p). Thus we have

oo

^=ri(i+^)-wo
n=0

where bn = UT=oan-k = anan-A ' 'a\ao ■

A straightforward generalisation of Zygmund's theorem (see [3, Theorem

7.2.2]) shows that a Riesz product t = FI^Lo^ + cn*J ' mo (Ie«I < 1) is

absolutely continuous with respect to m0 if and only if YÜ^o cn < °° ■  It is
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possible to give a corresponding characterisation of Riesz products which are

lower semicontinuous. We note that with relatively minor changes this last result

is effectively the same as ([1, Theorem 2]); the proof given here is somewhat

different.

Proposition 4. The Riesz product x = Y[^Lo^+cnXn)-mo is lower semicontinuous

if and only if YL°?=o lcJ < °° • and /-" tn*s case íís Radon-Nikodym derivative has

an absolutely convergent Fourier series as a function on 770 .

Proof. If 2~I^Lo Ie«I < °° tnen the infinite product n^Lo(l + cn%n> converges

uniformly to a function whose Fourier series converges absolutely and so the

sufficiency of the condition is clear.

For the converse first note that, since x is absolutely continuous with respect

to m0 , S^lo c„ < oo , so that the series

oo

/(h) = X>g(l+£„X„(h))
n=0

converges almost everywhere with respect to m0. To see this, observe that the

sequence (x„) consists of mutually independent random variables with respect

to m0, so that the claim is an immediate consequence of the Three Series

Theorem ([2, Chapter III, Theorem 2.5]). Moreover, the function / is the

logarithm of the Radon-Nikodym derivative of x with respect to m0. The

zero-one law shows that the m0-measure of the set where / equals -oo has

measure 0 or 1. In the latter case, t = 0, which is absurd. In the former

case, since / is almost everywhere lower semicontinuous, it has an essential

lower bound. In view of the fact that J2^Lo c„ < oo, it is straightforward to

see that this is the case if and only if Y1C„X„ is bounded below. Now the

transformation on 770 which takes (hn) to (—A„) is continuous and so clearly

takes t to a measure x which is also lower semicontinuous. But this measure

is x = n^o( 1 ~~ cn^n> ' mo ' so that by repeating the above argument, we obtain

that YcnXn is bounded. Now another application of the Three Series Theorem

yields that J2\c„\ < °° (l°c. cit.).   D

To complete the description of the example we only need to find an ap-

propriate choice for the sequence (an) for which the sequence (bn) is square

summable but not summable. This is achieved by letting an = n/n + 1 (n > 0)

and a0 = 1 . Then bn = (n + l)~x and we have the required example.
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